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Deception from Within

II Thessalonians 2:1-3

Some of you may have seen the news this week that ISJS deceived the US into killing 100
civilians back in March. Iraqi forces were just 100 yards away from 2 snipers on top of a
building so they asked for a US plane strike. A small bomb was released - too small to take
down the building, but large enough to kill the snipers before they killed more Iraqi soldiers.
However, the whole building collapsed killing 100 civilians who ISIS had brought to the
basement. The later investigation showed ISIS had planted a large amount of explosives in the
building to explode when the US took the bait^ thus killing the civilians and giving them good
press. Deception is common in warfare - but God also warns us that deception WILL happen
within the church at large. Let me bring you back into history for one example ...

Around 300 AD, Christians had just come out of the worst persecution the church had faced to
that point. It seemed surreal. They could talk about Jesus in stores, they could gather freely
together for worship services, they no longer had to fear a friend or family member would turn
them in to the government authorities for punishment. The outward pressure was off.

This also meant a large number of nonbelievers began to flock into the churches - it suddenly
was popular to be a Christian. But one of the things these new believers struggled with was the
belief that God is Trinity ~ only one God but existing in three persons, Father Son and Holy
Spirit. This is not surprising since no other major faith in history pictures the nature of God this
way. Even though the early church had held this view for the previous 270 years - this picture
of God was very hard for new converts from other faiths to understand at this time in history.

So there was pressure to remake, or re-envision, Jesus into something that was more like the
people wanted. Into this environment steps a mega-church pastor in Northern Egypt named
Arius. He said that Jesus was not true God but had an entirely different nature - neither eternal
nor omnipotent. He was like a half-God, created before anything else, but still created and not
eternal. This new teaching appealed to many of the new believers because it was so much like
the religion of their youth which held the idea of a supreme being ~ which is true according to
the Bible - but they thought of that supreme being as being totally remote, unapproachable and
dwelling alone - that is very different from God's revelation of Himself in the Bible because
God is constantly taking the initiative to communicate & reveal Himself to humans. Mean
while, these people also believed in other "lesser gods" who were far more powerful than
humans and did this supreme being's work. So Arius presented Christ as a kind of divine hero
- greater than an ordinary human being but lower than Eternal God. That is a great image if you
want to make a Marvel movie, but it is neither true nor biblical. Arius also had a flair for
marketing. He put his ideas into jingles set to simple tunes like our modem day radio
commercials which were soon sung by dockworkers, storekeepers and schoolkids of his city.
This caused many to go astray biblically for several decades. It also led to a reaffirmation of the
revelation of Jesus in the New Testament that the early church believed and has been the
standard for churches since. In case you were wondering, Arius' view of Jesus in the early
300's is what modem day Jehovah Witnesses believe today.
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Compared to persecution which is an attack on faith from outside, this kind of deception is an
"attack on faith from within". If fact, every time you read about "false teachers" in the New
Testament it is only talking about teachers who claim to be Christian — they are deceiving
people by teaching false things about God & His ways. It is an attack from within.

PROPOSITION: Christians should not be surprised when some popular leaders start teaching
false truths about God and His ways because the Lord warned us this would happen.

I. False claims will be made by Christians, church leaders and teachers
READ V 1-3. Paul had taught the new believers at Thessalonica that Jesus Christ was
coming again and that all true believers would be raptured, or caught up, to be with Jesus
forever. After Paul left, some people came in and said the rapture had already happened - the
Thessalonians missed it. To make this worse, they claimed it was the apostle Paul himself
who said these things. These false claims are being made by people inside the church. We
aren't told exactly who is doing this, but we know they claim to be Christians. They are
Christians proclaiming/a/se doctrines. The word "doctrine" simply refers to truths about
God. And anyone who says we don't need doctrine is proclaiming,^doctrine. '

A. About core doctrines IIThes2:l

When we talk about false doctrines, we are talking about our core beliefs as
Christians - things like who God is and what He expects, what is the Bible, Jesus'
death and bodily resurrection, who are we, how we are to deal with our sin problem
and what is coming in the future. We are NOT talking about secondary issues on
which good churches can disagree like modes of baptism or how often to do
communion. In fact, one of our distinctives as a church is unity in the essentials and
charity in non-essentials. Deception in the core beliefs - or essentials of our faith -
will lead people away from the truth with a disastrous result. Here the core belief deals
with the hjture. READ via.

1. Jesus' second coming - "the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ" refers to Jesus
return to this earth to stop history as we know it, judge all injustice and set up
the visible Kingdom of God. This is foretold in the Old Testament, promised by
Jesus and then looked forward to by the authors of the New Testament.

2. The rapture - "Our being gathered to Him" refers to the rapture where true
believers & the dead in Christ are caught up in the air to be with Jesus. That's
when we receive our resurrection bodies. We know this because these words

were used to describe the rapture in I Thessalonians. People are claiming the
rapture has already happened and they missed it. They were left behind. This
was unnerving people.

B. Comes from three sources II Thes 2:2b

Notice the three potential sources of bad doctrine. READ v lb-2.
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1. Claims that "God told me" (prophecy) I Thes 5:20-21
The first potential source of deception and false truth is called prophecy. At this
point, the New Testament was not yet written so prophecy was far more
prevalent. Prophecy is where someone claims that God told them something
directly. "God told me to tell you this" or "God told me we should do this as
a church." This source of d^cegmn is stronger in the Pentecostal/charismatic
churches today, as well as situations where Christians put media people in the
place of God so they don't check out the speaker's claims. Anytime someone
claims God told them something, it should be tested - that is what Paul
specifically said in I Thessalonians a year before. Look back a page to I Thess
5:20-21 READ. Too often, Christians in our day use that phrase "God told me"
like a trump card to stop any further discussion. Should you question, disagree
or point out what the Bible says, they will protest, "Who are you to question
what God has told me". There is a humility we must ALWAYS have when we
think God is leading us to something. And if someone doesn't have that humility
— beware of their claims! If you look on the third page of your bulletin we have
made a short paper with guidelines to encourage this humility and testing.

2. Passing on others' claims (word of mouth)
The second potential source of deception and false truth is called "by word of
mouth" "We ask you ... no! to become alarmed by teaching allegedly from us
— whether by a prophecy orword of mouth " Word of mouth is where a person
passes on what another person says without first checking out its truth. This is
where a person 'shares' a story on FB or forwards an e-mail without checking
out whether it is true of not. If enough people pass things on, people start
believing it must be true. Have you ever heard someone say, "You only use 10%
of your brain "? Have you ever looked into where that came from? No - you
simply heard it enough, you believed. But it isn't true - in fact we only recently
developed technology to see what areas of our brains actually 'fire up' when we
think. This claim is totally false but people wanted to believe it because it gives
us a sense of unlimited possibilities. Have you ever heard Christians say that
Saint Francis of Assisi said "Preach the gospel - use words if necessary"? If
you knew history you would know Francis ALWAYS spoke about Jesus to the
people he assisted. That phrase was made up in the early I990's by people who
were deceiving you so that you would believe their faulty approach to
witnessing. If you find Christians passing on false news or claims that they
haven't checked out first, STOP TRUSTING what they say regarding truth
unless they send out retractions. I have sent out many notes to Christians
pointing out they passed on false reports and asking them to send a retraction.
They don't take that well. This makes this attack from within v&ry successful. ,

3. Writing (today includes media) ^ 0
The third potential source of deception and false truth is called "letter" - it is
writing. In our day that writing includes email, texting, and other media. People
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falsely claimed Paul said or wrote these false things. Applying a famous
person's name to something makes it sound more legitimate. It is a serious
enough situation that if you turn over to chapter 3:17 you'll see Paul
demonstrates how they can tell if a letter is really from him. READ 3:17.

C. Don't let yourself be easily unnerved II Thes 2:2a
Go back to our passage. We are to watch out for those sources of deception by
Christians and they are very active in our country today - more so than at any time in
my life. BUT a key part of not being deceived is that we not get unnerved by these
false teachings from within. READ v lb-2. Fear is triggering way too many of our
human responses today - and that fear is leading people to far worse consequences
than what they feared. This challenge from God should really encourage us. Because
this deception from within the church is so serious and brings really bad consequences
to those who follow it, that means God must really be powerfully at work behind the
scenes protecting His truth so it won't ever be lost. Arius' false teachings maybe
caused 50 years of deception about who Jesus is, but the vast majority of Christians
haven't been deceived by it for the next 1650 years. If you feel deep fear arising in
this area of false belief taking over the church, know that is not what God has called
us to - it will lead to worse problems of withdrawing & no longer working with other
like-minded believers or making our own little insolated groups or thinking we are the
only ones who have right understanding of God's revelation. (Sub-point "D" moved
to the next major point)

E. False claims today about Christ's return
So are there any false claims about Jesus return today? Even though Jesus said no one
will know the time of His return, some Christians keep claiming they are the
exception. They have such foolish interpretation as saying, "Jesus said no one would
know the day or the hour, but we can know the month and the year." Oy vey!
Worse some Christians believe that! The false claims in the last couple years haven't
gotten much traction except among the fanatics - like a certain blood moon last fall.
But I learned of some claims this week that you might hear later in the year. Some
groups are claiming Jesus will come back between Oct 4th & 11th, 2017. This is
based on a Jewish rabbi, Judah Ben Samuel's prediction made in 1217 AD. It is based
on the OT concept of the "Fear of Jubilee" that happens every 50 years where
captives are set free and debts canceled. He figured that the year 2017 would be the
40^^ year of Jubilee since Jesus and since 40 is a really cool Biblical number that is
when Jesus would return to set people free from injustice. As you can tell anyone can
come up with intricate explanations. Don't get sucked in, BELIEVE JESUS - no one
knows the time. Always be ready - as the early church used to say, "Maranatha"
which means ''come quickly" Lord Jesus.

11. Deceptive claims hurt someone
Many Americans don't see the harm in false Biblical teaching. They think of it as just
arguing over little things that really don't matter - like how many angels can fit on the end
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of a pin. Which, by the way, Christians NEVER ARGUED about so if someone says that
just ask for some evidence - with a sheepish grin! © OR they see deception as no big deal —
like in practical jokes - like with Sir Kerr Grant, a physics professor at Adelaide
University in Australia. With each new class, he would illustrate the time of descent of a
free-falling body by releasing a heavy ball suspended from the very high ceiling above. He
would carefully line up a bucket of sand to catch it. But since this professor was so
predictable, students who had taken his class before, let new students know about it, that
way someone would move the bucket a little ahead of time so the ball crashed thunderously
on the floor. Tired of this joke. Grant drew a chalk mark around the base of the bucket. The
new class moved the bucket as usual, completely erased the good chalk line, redrew it in a
new position, then lightly erased that faulty chalk line and put the bucket back in the
professor's original place. "Aha!" the professor explained, seeing the faint outline of the
erased chalk mark. He moved the bucket over it and released the ball — which crashed

thunderously to the floor as usual.

Unlike those jokes, deceptive & false claims always hurt someone. According to a Feb
CNBC article, just ON-LINE DECEPTION through the Internet and emails cost consumers
more than $16 billion in 2016. Ouch! This fraud affected 15.4 million consumers and the

amount they swindled thr^^^l^eir deception is up 16 percent from 2015. Someone making
a purchase using an unsuspfecting person's credit card number jumped the most - 40 percent
in just one year. And that happened to me last July. If you have been hit with this you know
how costly it is in time, inconvenience & aggravation, even if you eventually get your
money back.

It is even worse with spiritual deception. Spiritual deception can cause people to waste their
lives, be in spiritual bondage, ruin relationships or even miss heaven completely. Back in
1212 AD a French shepherd boy by the name of Steven claimed that Jesus had appeared to
him disguised as a pilgrim, (deception #7 - satan can appear as an angel of light)
Supposedly, this 'Jesus' instructed him to take a letter to the king of France. This lad told
everyone about what he thought he had encountered. Before long he had gathered a large
following of more than thirty thousand children who were going to accompany him on a
pilgrimage to Israel where God would part the waters for them so they could go on dry
ground like Moses, (deception #2 - he is doing the deceiving)V^hen they reached Marseilles
the waves did not part and let them go through. That's when deception #3 happened. The
children met two men, Hugo Ferreus and William Porcus. The men claimed to be so
impressed with the calling of the chilfen ̂ t they offered to transport them across the
Mediterranean in seven ships What the children didn't know was that the
two men were slave traders. Instead of sailing to the Holy Land, the kids were brought to
North Africa and sold as slaves. Only a handful ever returned to France - all the rest spent
their lives in slavery. Spiritual deception is never harmless.

III. Avoid major deception that will surely come

A. Know times of apostasy will come to Christians
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(Matthew 24:10-14; I Timothy 4:1; II Timothy 3:1-5, 4:3-4; II Peter 2:1-3, 3:3-6, Jude 17-19)
READ V 3. Two events will happen before Jesus' second coming (which is different
from the rapture) - "the man of lawlessness is revealed", that is next week's topic
AND "the rebellion occurs". This "rebellion" or "apostasy" in the New American
Standard Bible or "falling away" in the King James version is what we have been
talking about today. It is the attack on true faith from within the church. It is what
Jesus warned will happen in Matthew 24 anTthe NT expands on in the 6 other
passages I have listed in your bulletin (by the way Jude 17-19 is a direct quote from II
Peter proving II Peter was already seen as authoritative when Jude was written). The
original Greek word here is apostasla from which we get our English word
"apostasy". The word refers to a departure or abandoning of a position once held. In
the scriptures, it is the FALLING AWAY from a belief or allegiance once held. In
apostasy (this word rebellion), people appear to believe one thing, then they turn away
from that truth and believe something that is the opposite. In the process, they rebel
against Jesus Christ because they have come up with their own picture of God and
they've made-up their own beliefs of what truth is. Of course this happens over time,
so at first it just seems like normal questioning. But they really don't want any
answers. By the time we usually recognize this, they have left orthodox faith and
some other Christians have been deceived following false teaching. Jesus told us to
expect a very large apostasy or rebellion or falling away from true faith in the church
itself in the end times. ^

That is why one of our church's visionary prayer requests that we encourage people to
pray through once a week - these are available out in the lobby tract rack - is
"Father, we pray that You will help us become so grounded in Christ and the
truth of Your Word that we will not be deceived by worldly cultural trends,
convincing false teachers/teachings, materialistic hopes or self-centered desires."
By the way, we should be very thankful for all those in this church that pray that these
visionary prayer requests once a week because they are praying these powerful
blessings and protections into our lives.

(B was D above). "Pre-fulfilments" are happening in a lesser form today I John 2:18
While this big turning from the faith will happen near the end, I John 2:18 reminds us
that "pre-fulfillments" are happening in lesser forms in our day today, satan doesn't
know the future so he is constantly prodding people antagonistic to the true Jesus to
take over power and attack Christians (attacks from the outside). He is also prodding
those who call themselves Christians to turn against the historic faith confirmed by
God and recognized by endless Christians who suffered for those beliefs (attacks from
within). So we will regularly face false doctrine, or false beliefs, arising from within
the church. The way we keep from being deceived is to be well grounded in the basics
of our faith.

(C was B). Be grounded in the basics of our faith (doctrine) II Thes 2:3a
So what are some basics ...
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1. Nature of God - Trinity, totally loving and holy at the same time
2. Revelation of God - He reveals Himself most clearly in Bible confirmed by

Jesus

3. Nature of Jesus — Incarnate God - fully man and fully God
4. Nature of humans - Sinful/rebellious nature; Image of God but defiled
5. Salvation - Can't do enough good to be eligible for heaven & not mess it up.

God graciously initiated a way to eternal life/paradise through Jesus' coming to
this earth, dying on the cross for our sins, then bodily raising fi-om the dead to
prove it. Saved not by works, but by faith.

6. Christians - God is working in each true Christian's life to transform them into
Christ-likeness. Each one is at a different point, should progress, but the process
is not complete until heaven

7. Future - Jesus is coming again to stop all injustice. This is after a popular
megalomaniac will take over the world, oppose the true God & His followers &
set himself up as God.

8. Church - The church (gathered ones) is the body of Christ in this world. All
Christians are incomplete without being a part of a local Bible-believing one. (It
is not a building)

Rob Bell was a mega-church pastor and popular Christian writer who left orthodox
Christianity to, in his words, "rediscover Christianity as an Eastern religion". To him what
the early church believed must be modernized and we need to reinterpret it by our feelings. In
his new book, he teaches that the Bible is a human product aimed at creating an elevated
consciousness. I dare you to find that in a plain reading of the New Testament. Interestingly,
Bell seems to come to the Bible having already decided who God is and how he interacts with
the world. Bell said Jesus didn't have to die and He didn't come to die for the atonement of sin.

X But that is what Jesus and the Bible clearly states and God is transforming lives through.

^PP^y basics of our faith, one can see the deception in false teachers. Pastors
like myself, could see it in Bell's writings long before he stepped down as a pastor to pursue a

^ j^w spiritually. The Bible is more than a manifesto on human dignity. It tells us that the cure to
our problems are not within us, but in God's plan carried out through Jesus' death and bodily
resurrection from the dead. For thousands of years, Christians have labored to preserve these
truths about Scripture and passed them down to the generations that followed, even at the cost
of persecution and martyrdom. They did s(j^^because they found an enlightened
consciousness through the Scriptures, but because they met Jesus Christ and He transformed
their lives. If you follow a deeeption from someone who calls themselves a Christian, it may
make you feel better for a time but it won't transform you or empower you in the toughest
situations. Praise God, He will always preserve His truth and reveal it to humble hearts!
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